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gardens, glassed-in corridors and roof gardens—and rich
coverlets of opulent yellow silk cover its comfortable beds and
pillows. . . . The style of architecture is old Japanese. Obser-
vant travellers will note in certain of its most salient features a
striking resemblance to the strangely beautiful ruined Mayan
palaces of Palenque and Chichen—Itza, Chiapas and Yucatan.
The first fugitive impression that one receives is that it is a
religious rather than a secular building, a Byzantine fane rather
than a modern hotel. It needs only the addition of an Aztec
Huitzilopochili, or a colossal bronze Buddha with the patine of
centuries on its impassive face to confirm this impression. . . .
The salient architectural features of the exterior have been
reproduced in the interior, where there are columns, ledges,
winding tiled stairs and temple-like effects that again recall
Byzantium and Uxmal. Many of the ostensibly solid pillars,
arches and architraves, conceal rows and chains, groups and
rosettes of prismatic lights that beam out richly but softly and
recessively endow the nooks and lounges with a sort of oriental
enchantment. The dimmed and muted lights impart a strong^
suggestion of monastical tranquillity and charm."*
Reader, I actually stayed in that hotel and can vouch that
the description is correct. It might be that the addition, as the
writer of the guide book suggests, of a Huitzilopochili would add
a cheering touch to the sepulchral gloom of this Monastic-
Byzantine-old Japanese-Yucatan construction but in my opinion
it would require complete demolition to achieve that result As a
hotel, under all these drawbacks, it is well and efficiently run.
The Imperial Hotel was one of the few buildings of Tokyo
that survived almost intact the great earthquake of 1923—but
Nature never had taste or discrimination.
There was a waiter, a young man, in the hotel at Tokyo who
consulted me as to his career. He spoke English far better than
most of his compatriots, with fluency and very slight accent.
He told me that he had two careers open to him—for he knew
two other foreign languages, French and German—either in
diplomacy or in the hotel business. On the one hand he would
be sent abroad. He came of a good family. He would enjoy
great social advantages. He could study current politics and
serve has Emperor. Eventually he might become an Ambassador,
be called Excellency, and wear gold lace and a cocked hat and
* Terry's Guide to Japan, 1930, p. 137.

